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ZANZO is a new puzzle game for girls & boys, where you have to complete a series of puzzles with
anime girls. The game is meant for girls and boys who would like to gain more knowledge about the
culture of Japan and show the beauty of Japanese Girls. In this game you are required to complete a
series of 6 puzzles. How to play: - Click on the puzzle to place it. - Once you have completed a
puzzle, you will receive a score and earn coins, without losing your time to find the solution. - You
can buy special power-ups to complete a puzzle. ** If you liked the game, please give me a thumb
up and leave me a review, it really helps me to improve my game. ** Check out the following video
for more details about ZANZO: #swipe up to view video #girls from 'gamebanana' app: #kanpei
Beauty, elegance, pride, pride, pride, I meet you and love you, there is no way to properly express
my feelings, where else can you find such pride, dignity and elegance with a bit of kawaii-ness.
Beauty and elegance is the language that I love, I love to go out, see the beauty, meet new people,
get lost in a good manga and enjoy my life. But, it's time to give my new friends a little gift and it's
time to meet you. See you soon, my dear friends! Have a nice day! The main objective of a game is
for the player to get some puzzle pieces and to assemble them into an image. The game involves
clicking on the puzzle pieces, which are placed in a pattern on a game board. The goal of the game
is to assemble the pieces of the puzzle so that the image on the puzzle cover reflects the theme of
the game. Puzzle, move! I'm a human bomb! I'll blow up anyone who doesn't listen. I'll explode in the
city! Hey, I'm a human bomb! I'll blow up anyone who doesn't listen. I'll explode in the city! A block
has been wedged into my fuse. But it's not all that it seems

Features Key:
Automatic puzzle generation: solve the game by changing the arrangement of a random collection of
custom puzzle cards.
Challenging, high-quality puzzles: difficulty increases with each game-level.
Easy, high-quality touch controls: from picture tiles to complicated magic walls and bridges.
Heavily animated switch puzzles: disguise the cards into different visual puzzles.
Time and score tracking: compare your times and scores with other players.
Lots of achievements, trophies and status messages.

Pro Features:

Achievements: get trophies for your game and record your progress.
One-click resizing: enlarge or shrink picture tiles.
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Tiles: rearrange the tiles as you see fit.
Power-ups: collect cards for different effects.
Magic Walls: the higher the power-up, the more powerful the wall.
Spells: like magic walls, you can disable all cards on the board.
Easy puzzle descriptions: use the descriptions to learn each new technique.

Japan

For help get in touch with us, visit the iCade community and read it's FAQ.

Developed by

Cadet
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Click the girl's picture to move to another game mode. Japanese Puzzle 2 Gameplay: Click the girl's
picture to move to another game mode. Japanese Puzzle 3 Gameplay: Click the girl's picture to move
to another game mode. Japanese Puzzle 4 Gameplay: Click the girl's picture to move to another
game mode. Japanese Puzzle 5 Gameplay: Click the girl's picture to move to another game mode.
Japanese Puzzle 6 Gameplay: Click the girl's picture to move to another game mode. Japanese Puzzle
7 Gameplay: Click the girl's picture to move to another game mode. Japanese Puzzle 8 Gameplay:
Click the girl's picture to move to another game mode. Japanese Puzzle 9 Gameplay: Click the girl's
picture to move to another game mode. Japanese Puzzle 10 Gameplay: Click the girl's picture to
move to another game mode. Japanese Puzzle 11 Gameplay: Click the girl's picture to move to
another game mode. Japanese Puzzle 12 Gameplay: Click the girl's picture to move to another game
mode. Japanese Puzzle 13 Gameplay: Click the girl's picture to move to another game mode.
Japanese Puzzle 14 Gameplay: Click the girl's picture to move to another game mode. Japanese
Puzzle 15 Gameplay: Click the girl's picture to move to another game mode. Japanese Puzzle 16
Gameplay: Click the girl's picture to move to another game mode. Japanese Puzzle 17 Gameplay:
Click the girl's picture to move to another game mode. Japanese Puzzle 18 Gameplay: Click the girl's
picture to move to another game mode. Japanese Puzzle 19 Gameplay: Click the girl's picture to
move to another game mode. Japanese Puzzle 20 Gameplay: Click the girl's picture to move to
another game mode. Japanese Puzzle 21 Gameplay: Click the girl's picture to move to another game
mode. Japanese Puzzle 22 Gameplay: Click the girl's picture to move to another game mode.
Japanese Puzzle 23 Gameplay: Click the girl's picture to move to another game mode. Japanese
Puzzle 24 Gameplay: Click the girl's picture to move to another game mode. Japanese Puzzle 25
Gameplay: Click the girl's picture to move to
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What's new in Japanese Puzzle:

 Series 2 #2 1/3 Nikoli (Николи): Eleven-year-old Nikoli is
very fond of puzzles and games, but she is not good at
them, although she plays every day with her dominoes.
She easily solves jigsaws, can count to 100, can solve her
storekeeper's accounts and uses her logical mind to
respond to people's questions. In order to see her uncle,
she travels from Odessa across the Black Sea. Her journey
takes her into the warm climate of Egypt. It is here that
she meets her new friend Obadiah (Обадих), who is a two-
and-a-half-year-old street acrobat with legs as stumps.
Together the two set out to solve the world's most
enduring riddle - World Champions. Juzin (Жузин): Juzin is
a chess champion seven-year-old. He is calm and gentle.
Every day, after school, he plays chess with all chess
players of his age. Anybody can play with him. Playing with
Juzin is such a pleasant experience. His mother and father
are chess grandmasters, which makes Juzin one of those in
the world whom everybody comes to see. He plays round
the clock, and thanks to his touching moves and wonderful
aggression, he is gradually closing in on his next
achievement. Juzin recognizes only two players: himself
and Ivan. He plays Zugat when he plays against himself.
Sometimes he loses because he overstresses a little, and
his opponent gets in the way (and vice versa). Juzin also
likes things drawn with crayons, and he likes to spend
moments standing still in the midst of a chess game. He
likes to hug his mother and father, and he is very sweet
with his neighbors. He is a good and kind boy. Ivan (Иван):
Ivan is a young chess champion, both in his age and in
chess. He plays an aggressive game. This combination of
his position and mind causes his opponents serious
difficulties. I understand very well what Juzin likes and
what he dislikes. And I know a lot about chess history, but
I do not waste my time writing to magazines for prizes.
Wining is my strong point. But when I am not in my right
and aggressive mood, I prefer to visit Juz
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How To Crack Japanese Puzzle:

Download Game Japanese Puzzle For PC
Extract Game Japanese Puzzle
Play Game Japanese Puzzle PC
Enjoy!
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System Requirements For Japanese Puzzle:

*Support for Windows XP Home/Professional/Ultimate/Enterprise and Windows 7/8/8.1/10 x64 (build
8624 or higher) *Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-4460 CPU @ 3.20GHz or better *2GB of RAM *NVIDIA GeForce
GTX 660 2GB or AMD Radeon HD 7870 3GB or higher *Voodoo3 Graphics Card (400MHz or better)
*USB Ports for keyboard, mouse and headset *4GB of available hard drive space
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